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Abstract—This article describes a defect-oriented test (DOT)
approach, which enables a complete physical defect-based auto-
matic test pattern generation (ATPG) for the digital logic area of
CMOS-based designs. Total critical area (TCA)-based methods
are presented for the generation of needed DOT views to enable
the generation of complete DOT-based patterns for detecting all
cell-internal and as well all cell-external physical defects. The
major aim of these new methods and patterns is to further
reduce the defect rate of manufactured ICs, in addition to what
is already achieved with traditional and cell-aware test (CAT)
fault models. We present test results, including achieved defect
rate reduction in defective parts per million (DPPM), from
a large 14-nm FinFET design, including a correlation to system-
level-test (SLT) fails. For a second, mature 160-nm automotive
mixed-signal sensor we present high-volume production test
results, again measured in DPPM, and we provide test coverage
figures moving away from counting detected faults to calculating
detected TCA which is reported as the chip level TCA coverage.

Index Terms—Automatic test pattern generation (ATPG),
bridge defects, cell-aware test (CAT), defect oriented test (DOT),
defect-based test, defective parts per million (DPPM), design
for testability, failure analysis, FinFET test, logic testing, open
defects, test data compression, total critical area, transistor
defects, transistor-level test.

I. INTRODUCTION

I
N THE past, many papers have been published on

stuck at (SA), transition delay faults (TDFs), gate-

exhaustive (GE) and timing-aware (TA) fault models. A selec-

tion of those are [1]–[15]. In 1985, a first defect-oriented

test (DOT) related paper on inductive fault analysis was
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published in [9]. More recently, cell-aware test (CAT) was

introduced for detecting all cell-internal physical defects. The

CAT method and its effectiveness in reducing test escapes

measured in defective parts per million (DPPM) were pub-

lished in [10]–[20]. CAT diagnosis results have been published

in [18] and [35], demonstrating that an electrical diagnosis pin-

points exactly the indicated physical defects inside cells. Other

DOT methods for detecting defects, external to standard cells

like interconnect bridge defects have been published in [21],

and very recently two DOT-based papers have been published

in [36] for planar technologies and in [37] for FinFET tech-

nologies. When the probability of occurrence of the defects

during the production process shall be taken into account,

which is not considered by traditional fault models, the cal-

culation of critical area as published in [24]–[33] comes into

place. To achieve a high outgoing product quality in general

and zero DPPM especially for automotive products, it is essen-

tial to target physical defects explicitly, and as such a DOT

method is required.

This article gives a complete overview and detailed

information about the DOT method, including details about

physical defects, the generation of the needed test views, and

the generation of DOT patterns. We also provide experimen-

tal and production test results for two different technologies,

including a correlation to system-level test (SLT). We present

fault coverage measurements based on detected total critical

area (TCA), and we provide guidance for achieving the highest

product quality with lowest test costs.

In Section II, we give an overview of physical defects and

how the TCA is calculated for different physical defects. In

Section III, we describe how the DOT views are generated.

In Section IV, we present automatic test pattern genera-

tion (ATPG), production test, and SLT results from a 14-nm

FinFET design, including high volume results achieved with

timing-aware CAT (TA-CAT) patterns. ATPG and high vol-

ume production test results from a 160-nm automotive design

are presented in Section V. In Section VI, we present how the

highest product quality can be achieved with the lowest test

costs. A conclusion is given in Section VII.

II. PHYSICAL DEFECTS

For a DOT method, it is important to understand the type

of physical defects that may occur during the production pro-

cess. The most important defects to be identified are bridges,
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Fig. 1. Bridge defects outside and inside of standard cells.

opens, and transistor defects. We further distinguish between

defects inside of standard cells, external to standard cells on

the interconnect wiring, and cell-neighborhood defects. A fur-

ther distinction can be made for bridges into hard bridges and

resistive bridges, and for opens into full opens and resistive

opens. For transistors, it is more difficult, but there are again

hard defects which can result in hard shorts between drain and

source, or between the gate and drain or source, or defects

that have an effect on all terminals (including the bulk) of

a transistor. But, also for transistors, there are often resistive

types of defects which result in drive strength, leakage, and/or

small delays introduced by these resistive transistor defects.

In the following sections, we discuss in more detail the physi-

cal defects and their TCA calculations for bridges, opens, and

transistor defects.

For the TCA calculations, dimensions are expressed in terms

of a normalizing parameter named technology length (tl). The

value of this parameter defaults to the width of metal1, which

is extracted from the layout of the cell or the layout of the chip.

Critical areas are expressed in units of technology squares (ts),

where 1ts is the area of a square with a side length of 1tl, and

for example the area of a rectangle with side lengths of 3tl

and 2tl is 6ts.

A. Bridge Defects

Bridge defects are defined to be an unintended connec-

tion between two adjacent interconnect nets or two adjacent

cell-internal physical objects of the same layer or of different

layers. Examples for such bridge defects, proven by physical

failure analysis (PFA), are shown in Fig. 1.

In Fig. 1(a), we show a cell-external interconnect bridge

defect due to a side-to-side short on metal3 between net1

and net2, in Fig. 1(b), a cell-internal bridge due to a via1

(V1) bridge to two different metal1 (M1) objects, and in

Fig. 1(c), a cell-internal bridge defect between the gate and

drain of a planar transistor.

The probability of occurrence of bridge defects depends

largely on three parameters: 1) the distance of the two adjacent

nets/objects; 2) the length of the adjacency; and 3) the defect

size distribution. The calculated TCA is a good measure for

the probability of occurrence of the defect during the produc-

tion process. Since the defect size distribution is technology

dependent and difficult to obtain, we use a 1/s3 function, based

on early work by Stapper [28]. The calculation is based on the

approach in [29].

Fig. 2. TCA for a bridge from net A to net B.

The formula for calculating the TCA for bridges is as

follows:

TCA =

∫ Smax

Smin

3 ∗ dist2min ∗ (s + length) ∗ (s − dist)

s3
ds. (1)

The definitions for the variables used in the formula shown

in (1) are as follows:

1) s = spot size in [tl];

2) smin = minimum spot size in [tl], that can create

a defect;

3) smax = maximum spot size in [tl] to be considered;

4) distmin = technology-dependent minimum spacing dis-

tance of nets in [tl];

5) length = length of the adjacent bridging area in [tl];

6) dist = distance of the two net segments in [tl].

More details can be found in [21]. In addition to calculat-

ing the TCA for two adjacent interconnect nets, the TCA of

one interconnect net to power and to ground is calculated as

presented in [36].

An example of a bridge TCA calculation is given in

Fig. 2 for a cell-external bridge between net A and net B in

the interconnect wiring. Both nets use wires in layer metal1

(M1), metal2 (M2), and metal3 (M3).

As can be seen in Fig. 2, there are three side2side bridge

possibilities between net A and net B in layer M1, M2,

and M3. The total bridge TCA for all three locations is the

sum of the individual TCA values. In this example, it sums

up to 9.5 ts. For calculating the three individual TCA values

as shown in Fig. 2, formula (1) has been used. For the left

bridge area for example with a spot size minimum of 1.5tl,

and a spot size maximum of 3.5tl. The spot size minimum is

always the distance, and the spot size maximum is always the

distance plus 2.0tl.

For cell-internal bridges, it is important to know that there

are many cell-internal interlayer bridge possibilities between

different layers. Thus, it is important to know the cell-internal

layer stack. A simplified layer stack for a FinFET technology

is shown in Fig. 3.

The black arrows are indicating cell-internal interlayer

bridge possibilities. The used layer abbreviations are as

follows: DI = diffusion, PS = poly silicon, COP =

contact to poly, COD = contact to diffusion, M0 = metal0,

M1 = metal1, M2 = metal2, V0 = via from M1 to M0, and

V1 = via from M2 to M1.

As an example, it can be seen in Fig. 3, that there is an inter-

layer bridge possibility from M0 to COD, and from M0 to

PS. All these cell-internal interlayer bridges are considered
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Fig. 3. Simplified FinFET layer-stack.

Fig. 4. Open defects outside and inside of standard cells.

for our DOT method. For each of those interlayer bridges, the

TCA is calculated, and based on a predetermined TCA thresh-

old, a decision is made if the bridge is to be considered

or not.

B. Open Defects

Open defects are defined to be an unintentionally fully or

partially disconnected interconnect net or via, or an uninten-

tionally fully or partially disconnected cell-internal physical

object of the same layer or a via between two different layers.

Examples of open defects proven by PFA are shown in Fig. 4.

In Fig. 4(a), we show a cell-external interconnect defect due

to a metal2 open, in Fig. 4(b), a cell-external defect due to

a missing via, and in Fig. 4(c), a cell-internal metal1 open.

The probability of occurrence of open defects depends

largely on the following three parameters: 1) the width of the

net segment; 2) the length of the net segment; and 3) the defect

size distribution. The calculated TCA is a good measure for

the probability of occurrence of defects during the production

process. As explained for bridges already, since the defect size

distribution is technology dependent and difficult to obtain, we

use a 1/s3 function.

The formula for calculating the TCA for opens is as follows:

TCA =

∫ Smax

Smin

3 ∗ width2
min ∗ (s + length) ∗ (s − width)

s3
ds.

(2)

The three variables used in the formula shown in (2) are as

follows:

1) widthmin = technology-dependent minimum width of

nets in [tl];

2) length = length of the net segment in [tl];

3) width = width of the net segment in [tl].

A layout example for the TCA calculation for open defects

is given in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. TCA for each net segment.

Fig. 6. PFA photographs of transistor defects.

For each net segment S1–S7 in Fig. 5, the TCA is calculated

independently as described in (2). The TCA for net segment

S5 is shown with a callout box in Fig. 5.

The example in Fig. 5 shows a cell-external net, connecting

standard cells, but the same TCA calculation is done for cell-

internal nets as well.

The TCA for vias (contacts from one layer to another layer)

is calculated with the same formula as for net segments, with

the addition that multiple/redundant vias on the same net seg-

ment will be considered. The TCA for multiple/redundant vias

will be smaller than the TCA of a single via. The TCA of vias

is allocated to the corresponding net segment, meaning that the

TCA of each net segment is the sum of the net segment routing

layer plus the TCA of the via(s).

C. Transistor Defects

Transistor defects are defined to be a full or partly non-

functional transistor. These transistor defects result in either

constantly or partly on or off defects, a drive strength defect,

or a leakage defect. In case that the transistor is still switch-

ing, then the defect typically results in a small or large delay

at the cell output introduced by the defective transistor.

Examples of transistor defects are shown in Fig. 6. Details

on Fig. 6(a) have been published in [17]. In Fig. 6(b), we show

poly patterning (short) defects, and in Fig. 6(c), a too thin fin

defect.

The probability of occurrence of transistor defects depends

largely on the channel length, the channel width, and the defect

size distribution.

As explained for bridges and opens already, since the

defect size distribution is technology dependent and difficult

to obtain, we use a 1/s3 function.
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Fig. 7. FinFET transistor.

The TCA calculation formula for transistor defects is very

similar to bridge and open defects and is as follows:

TCA =

∫ Smax

Smin

3 ∗ clength2
min ∗ (s + cwidth) ∗ (s − clength)

s3
ds.

(3)

The three variables used in the formula shown in (3) are as

follows:

1) clengthmin = technology-dependent minimum channel

length of transistors in [tl];

2) cwidth = channel width of the transistor in [tl];

3) clength = channel length of the transistor in [tl].

For FinFET transistors, the values for cwidth and clength

are derived from the number of fins and from the fin dimension

(fin width, fin height, and pitch).

There is a risk in FinFET technologies that small delays are

introduced much more than it is the case in planar transistor

technologies. This is because of the 3-D nature of a FinFET

transistor as shown in Fig. 7, where each fin of the 3-D tran-

sistors can have defects on its own, which will result either

in reduced drive strength, because one or more fins are not

operating as they should, or in leakage current within one or

more fins of the transistor.

When only one fin (or a small number of fins) produces an

abnormally high leakage current, then the defect behavior at

the cell output will be a small delay and the finally settled

state will not reach the fault-free voltage.

When only one fin (or a small number of fins) produces an

abnormally low drive strength, then the defect behavior at the

cell output will only be a small delay, but the finally settled

state reaches the fault-free voltage in a static test.

When all fins create a too high leakage or a too low drive

strength, then the defect behavior will result in a gross delay.

In planar technologies, small delays can also be introduced

for cells with a high drive strength, because the high drive

strength is typically produced by multiple parallel fingers of

planar transistors. But in FinFET technologies, even when

a cell with the lowest drive strength is realized, each transistor

will typically have multiple (parallel) fins.

D. Cell Neighborhood Defects

In order to target cell-neighborhood defects, it is neces-

sary to perform an extraction process based on the IC layout.

During this extraction process, a list of adjacent cell pairs is

determined, covering the cell-neighborhood defects. A cell pair

Fig. 8. Cell-neighborhood defect possibilities.

Fig. 9. Cell-neighborhood analysis—case 1.

is defined as a unique combination of two cells, considering

the specific placement in the layout. This includes the distance

between the cells, if a cell is flipped and/or rotated, and the

position in x/y direction to each other.

A simplified IC layout displaying defect possibilities

between neighboring cells is shown in Fig. 8. The possible

bridging areas between the AO22 cell instance in Fig. 8 and its

neighbor cells (in this example, six neighbor cells) are marked

with green rectangles. The green marked areas need to be ana-

lyzed to identify potential bridges. In this example, six cell pair

combinations need to be analyzed, considering only bridges

between the neighboring cells, because open defects cannot

occur in that area.

In Fig. 9, an example for cell-neighborhood defects is

shown, where cell 2 is simply placed right of cell 1, i.e., cell

2 has just an offset in the x-direction, without an offset in

y-direction, and it is not rotated nor flipped.

As can be seen in Fig. 9, there are 13 metal0 bridge possi-

bilities (shown as black rectangles) between cell 1 and cell 2

that need to be targeted.

Another cell-neighborhood case is shown in Fig. 10. In this

example, the layout tool first rotated cell 2 to direction south,

and then flipped it around the vertical axis (orientation FS)

such that the VDD power line, which is in metal2 and shown

in the in Fig. 10, can be shared between cell 1 and cell 2.

In addition, cell 2 has an offset of 108 nm in the x-direction,

depicting a completely different situation as for case 1.

As a result of this special but very typical placement, shown

in Fig. 10 there are two possible metal1 bridges (blue shaded
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Fig. 10. Cell-neighborhood analysis—case 2.

Fig. 11. Orientation variants.

rectangles) between cell 1 and cell 2 to be targeted. This

example also shows how complex it is to identify potential

cell-neighborhood defects as it is a clear chip layout depen-

dent situation, which means layout tools have the freedom to

place a cell in eight different orientation variants as shown in

Fig. 11.

The orientation variant north “N” is the original layout of

the standard cell. The flipped variants are first rotated and then

flipped around the vertical axis.

For the two designs discussed in this article, cell neighbor

extraction resulted in 123 000 cell pair variants for the ON

design and 330 000 cell pair variants for the Intel design (for

details see [36] and [37]).

The formula for calculating the TCA for cell-neighborhood

defects is the same as for bridges. For details see formula (1).

III. DEFECT-ORIENTED TEST VIEW GENERATIONS

To be able to target all physical defects explicitly and accu-

rately, dedicated test views need to be generated from the

standard cell layout and from the actual layout of the chip.

The whole DOT-based defect view generation and ATPG

flow are illustrated in Fig. 12.

The format that we use in the generated DOT view files is

the user-defined fault model (UDFM), a format that defines

Fig. 12. DOT view generations.

fault models as needed, to specify test cubes which force an

ATPG to target the specified faults explicitly.

The format for the layout of standard cells is the well-

known GDSII format, and for the chip layout we use a layout

data base (LDB) format. Using these two formats has a big

advantage that no new file format is required to generate the

needed DOT views.

In the following sections, we provide details for the creation

of those DOT view files.

A. Cell-Internal DOT Views

The view generation for all cell-internal defects (bridges,

opens, and transistor defects) has been described already in

detail in various publications; (see [16], [17], [19], and [20]).

This view file is well known as technology-dependent CAT

view file, but we want to point out here, that for each defect

a TCA is now calculated as well [as described in Section II,

formula (1)–(3)] and stored in the CAT view file.

In addition to the calculated TCA for each defect, the defect

delay behavior at the cell output is stored. This is important

in order to target small delay defects explicitly. For this, a cell

must first be analyzed for each cell-internal defect, to deter-

mine if it creates a small delay or a gross delay at the output.

This analysis is carried out when creating the CAT view for

each standard cell in a certain technology. In Fig. 13 we show

a few defect behaviors of cell-internal defects resulting in no

detection, in a small delay detection, and as well in a gross

delay detection.

1) The black waveforms, also marked with black dots at the

strobe time, are the fault-free waveforms. Depending on

the stimuli applied to the cell inputs there are fault-free

best case and worst case waveforms.

2) The blue rising waveforms, also marked with a blue dot

at the strobe time, are from defects creating a small delay

at the cell output.

3) The green waveforms, also marked with a green dot at

the strobe time, are from defects creating a gross delay

at the cell output.

4) Undetected defects will all result in a defect behavior

waveform that is within the black shaded area of the

fault-free waveforms.
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Fig. 13. Defect behavior—small and gross delays.

Fig. 14. TA-CAT ATPG example.

When generating the CAT view for an entire standard cell

library, a view generation tool will store information for each

defect about the size of the delay that is created at the cell

output. A user definable threshold decides between small and

gross delays. By default, a small delay is present when the

defective cell output voltage changes to less than 50% at the

strobe time. To be able to detect defects, which just result in

small delays at the cell output, it is important that the output

edge is propagated via long paths to an observation point, i.e.,

to a scan-flip-flop (SFF). It is also important that the edge at

the cell input is created via a long path. These requirements

are taken into consideration in TA-CAT.

Fig. 14 shows an example case of detecting a small delay

defect being present in cell AO21. The number below each

gate/cell indicates the cell delay in nanosecond. For simplicity

the net delays as read from the standard delay format (SDF)

file are not shown in Fig. 14, but they are clearly considered by

TA ATPG. For this example, let us assume the selected defect

requires as test condition a falling edge at the A input of the

AO21 cell and a constant “1” state at the B and C input. Let

us further assume the strobe time is 0.52 ns after the launch.

A safe detection will be reached when the input edge at

the A input of cell AO21 is created at Q0 (green SFF on the

left side of the figure) and the output edge of the AO21 cell is

observed in Q6 (green SFF on the right side of the figure). This

is the longest possible edge creation and defect observation

path with a total cell delay of 0.57 ns (ignoring the net delays).

Fig. 15. Interconnect bridge distribution graph.

Creating the edge at the orange Q1, which would be possi-

ble as well, and observing still in Q6 will result in a total cell

delay of 0.52 ns which may possibly result in a detection.

But creating the edge at the red Q2 and observing still in

Q6 will result in a total cell delay of 0.37 ns. When assuming

a small delay of 50 ps for example, an edge creation at the

red Q2, will clearly result in NO detection of the small delay

defect of 50 ps.

B. Interconnect Bridge DOT Views

For creating the bridge DOT views, the layout of the chip in

LDB format is input to the extraction tool and the tool outputs

the bridge DOT view as UDFM file, which can be passed on

to the UDFM ATPG for generating the interconnect bridge

patterns. The DOT view generation for bridges has already

been published in detail in [21]. In addition to calculating the

TCA for two adjacent interconnect nets, the TCA calculation

of one interconnect net to power and to ground was described

in [36].

As an example, Fig. 15 shows results of the bridge extrac-

tion for a chip, which has in total 9.8M extracted bridges.

Both axes in Fig. 15 have a logarithmic scale. There are

ten bridges with a very large TCA of 6309 ts and many

bridges with medium and small TCA. The TCA of all 9.8M

interconnect bridge defects is 87.2M ts.

The bridge fault model used for ATPG is the 4-way model,

which is used both for static and delay tests. The latter are

to accommodate resistive bridges which may manifest them-

selves as delay faults. Fig. 16 illustrates the 4-way bridge

model to generate delay test patterns.

For delay test patterns, the ATPG is forced to generate,

propagate, and observe an edge on the victim net, while the

aggressor net is forced to have a static zero and static one state.

For static test patterns, the ATPG is forced to generate

a static zero state on the victim net instead of a falling edge,

and a static one state on the victim net instead of a rising edge.
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Fig. 16. Four-way bridge fault model for detecting delay defects.

The corresponding TCA value of a bridge defect is used

for calculating and reporting the TCA coverage. A bridge

defect reaches a 100% TCA coverage when all eight (four

static and four delay) patterns are generated. Each of the four

static patterns will increase the TCA coverage by 16.66%, and

each of the four delay patterns will increase the TCA cover-

age by 8.33%. This weighting is based on results obtained

in [21], which show that the vast majority of bridge defects

are detected by static tests. As a result of that, we allocated

2/3 of the bridge TCA to static patterns and 1/3 of the TCA to

delay patterns.

C. Interconnect Open DOT Views

The creation of the open DOT views is very similar to the

creation of the interconnect bridge view, i.e., the LDB of the

chip is again input to the extraction tool that outputs the open

DOT view as a UDFM file. This UDFM file can be passed

on again to the UDFM ATPG for generating the test patterns

to detect interconnect open defects. The DOT view generation

for opens has already been published in detail in [36].

As an example, Fig. 17 shows the results of the open extrac-

tion for the same chip as used for Fig. 15, which has in total

208 356 interconnect nets with 750 060 open segments.

The y-axis in Fig. 17 has a logarithmic scale, and the x-axis

has a linear scale. In the example, there is a small number

of open segments with a TCA of 1–10 ts. The majority of

all open segments have a TCA in the range of 10–500 ts.

A small number of open segments has a very large TCA in

the range of 500–15 000 ts. In this example, the TCA of all

0.75M interconnect open defects is 67.7M ts.

The fault model used by the UDFM ATPG for targeting the

interconnect open defects is shown in Fig. 18, which illustrates

that for each interconnect net segment, the ATPG is forced to

Fig. 17. Interconnect opens TCA distribution graph.

Fig. 18. Fault model for interconnect open defects.

generate a zero and a one state for static patterns, and a rising

and a falling edge for delay patterns.

The corresponding TCA value of each net segment is used

for reporting the TCA coverage. An open segment reaches

100% TCA coverage when all four patterns are generated.

Each of the two static patterns will increase the TCA coverage

by 16.66%, and each of the two delay patterns will increase the

TCA coverage by 33.33%. This weighting is based on well-

known results obtained over decades which show, that the vast

majority of open defects can only be detected with two cycle

delay tests. Thus, we allocated 1/3 of the open TCA to static

patterns and 2/3 of the TCA to delay patterns.

D. Cell-Neighborhood DOT Views

The first step for generating the DOT view for cell-

neighborhood defects is the extraction of cell pairs that are

adjacent to each other. For this, the LDB of the chip is input

to the extraction tool that outputs an interface file in UDFM

format, containing ranked cell pair information (from most

important to least important). This is used as input to the

second step, which is to merge the calculated cells pairs for

creating the actual DOT view for each cell pair instance.

For the DOT view generation, two neighboring cells that

have previously been extracted as a cell pair, are merged into

a virtual merged cell by taking the offset in x and y direction
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Fig. 19. Cell-neighborhood DOT view generation.

and also the flip and rotation information into account. The

DOT view generation is illustrated in detail in Fig. 19.

After merging the cell pair into one virtual merged cell, and

creating the combined Verilog, SPICE, GDS, and ATPG views,

a normal DOT analysis is done similar to cell-internal defects,

with the difference being that only bridges are analyzed and

the area of interest is not the complete area of the two merged

cells, but just a small area where the two cells are adjacent to

each other. This DOT cell-neighborhood analysis is followed

by analog simulations for each identified defect and by the

cell-aware synthesis and verification task as already published

in [35].

Each cell pair related test view is finally exported into

a UDFM file by also taking the individual cell pair locations

(hierarchical net names connected to the ports of each cell

pair) into account. This UDFM file is input to the ATPG run

as shown in Fig. 12 to generate the needed test patterns for

detecting all cell-neighborhood defects in a given chip layout.

As an example, the cell-neighborhood extraction for the

same chip as used for Fig. 15, and Fig. 17, which has in total

123K cell pairs to be analyzed, resulted in 0.3M detectable

cell-neighborhood bridges with a TCA of 0.6M ts. Further

details have been published in [36].

IV. ATPG AND TEST RESULTS 14-NM FINFET DESIGN

To judge the effectiveness of the defect oriented test method,

we selected as first vehicle an Intel IP with a large area imple-

mented in a 14-nm FinFET technology and executed various

experiments as described in Sections IV-A–IV-D.

A. ATPG and Test Results—Experiment-1

In the first experiment, we still compared CAT-Static and

CAT-Delay patterns with traditional SA and TDF patterns.

Details from this first experiment have been published in [37],

and as such the ATPG runs and ATPG results are not shown

here again. But the test flow and executed tests are important

to understand the complete effectiveness of all DOT methods

and patterns. Fig. 20 shows the test program flow of our first

DOT experiment.

As shown in Fig. 20, the three DOTs are done for all units

that passed the entire normal production tests, including all

functional and parametric tests. The tests are done with the

same VDD voltages as used for all functional, SA, and TDF

tests. Regardless of the CAT-Static test result (whether it fails

or not), the CAT-Delay patterns are executed with minimum

VDD (Vmin) and in case of a fail, the same part is tested again

with multiple VDD from Vmin to maximum VDD (Vmax).

Fig. 20. Test program flow 14-nm Experiment-1.

Fig. 21. Test escape rate reductions in DPPM from Experiment-1.

The execution of the CAT-Static patterns (green box in.

Fig. 20) on their own achieved a reduction of 400 DPPM.

The execution of the CAT-Delay patterns at Vmin (blue box in

Fig. 20) detected 3900 DPPM. During the following Vmin ele-

vation recovery flow, (light green box in. Fig. 20), we retested

the failing parts (3900 DPPM) again with the same CAT-Delay

patterns, but in this test not just with Vmin but also with larger

VDD voltages up to Vmax. During this test, 1400 DPPM passed

with a higher VDD than Vmin, and as such these are the Vmin

only failing parts, and the remaining parts that did not pass

with increased VDD are 2500 DPPM that fail at both Vmin

and Vmax.

These test results from this first experiment are shown in

Fig. 21. It can be seen that the CAT-Static patterns on their

own achieve a reduction of 400 DPPM, compared to SA and

TDF patterns and all other before executed tests, including

functional tests.

But the largest reduction of 2500 DPPM is from parts

uniquely failing the CAT-Delay patterns at Vmin and Vmax.

In addition, there is this unique detection of 1400 DPPM

failing at Vmin only, i.e., from parts that do not fail anymore

with an elevated VDD greater than Vmin, indicating CAT-

Delay patterns are more accurately assessing silicon speed

distribution.

B. System-Level Test Results—Experiment-2

For this experiment, we selected 156 units from the same

14-nm FinFET IC that passed the entire traditional production

test suite (which executed SA, TDF, and all functional test

patterns), and only failed in SLT. Moreover, the units were
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Fig. 22. System-level test results from Experiment-2.

selected based on SLT failure syndrome such that they were

each almost certain to be a result of a random defect in the

tested part.

The test program flow to test the selected 156 SLT failures

was the same as for the first experiment.

Fig. 22 shows the perfect correlation between SLT fails and

CAT fails, observed for Intel’s 14-nm FinFET IC.

It was expected that the SA and TDF patterns would not

fail because the units had been tested with SA and TDF pat-

terns during production testing. It was also expected that at

least some units would fail CAT patterns as these units were

essentially “known” SLT failures.

What was not expected was, that all units failed with CAT

patterns. In more detail, the result was that zero units failed

the CAT-Static patterns, but all 156 units failed the CAT-Delay

patterns at Vmin. At nominal VDD just ten units failed with

CAT-Delay patterns. The remaining 146 units were all identi-

fied to need a significant Vmin shift to pass; an average shift

of 55 mV above the specified Vmin was observed.

C. TA-CAT Results—Experiment-3

Further analysis of selected failing 14-nm parts was done by

executing three delay pattern files (the TDF, CAT-Delay, and

TA-CAT) multiple times using different VDD voltages and

different test frequencies. Details about the pattern generation

for these three delay pattern files have been published in [37],

but the results are displayed again in Fig. 23, to show the

correlation between TDF and TA-CAT.

As can be seen in Fig. 23, there is a clear Vmin test strength

improvement from TA-CAT patterns versus TDF patterns.

There is a bulk distribution shift in addition to improved outlier

detection.

As an example, see the red circled case in Fig. 23, which

is a part tested with frequency F1, starting to pass the TA-

CAT tests with a Vmin shift of 5% higher than required for the

TDF tests.

The importance of these results is that the observed Vmin

shift is fully in line with SLT results, (see Section IV-B for

details). Furthermore, this experiment has shown that TA-CAT

patterns add a significant number of unique detections to

the already large number of unique CAT-Delay detections in

relation to traditional TDF patterns, details in [37].

Fig. 23. Vmin correlation TDF versus TA-CAT.

The high quality improvement of 4300 DPPM during wafer

test, the total match of DOT fails with SLT fails for all 156 SLT

rejects, and the TA-CAT results, have convinced Intel to focus

on delivering DOT patterns to upcoming products such that

traditional SA/TDF patterns are no longer utilized.

D. ATPG and Test Results—Experiment-4

The results achieved with the 14-nm experiments as

described in Sections IV-A–IV-C, led to the decision at Intel

to no longer utilize traditional SA and TDF patterns in high

volume manufacturing (HVM) tests and to base the structural

HVM tests fully on CAT-Static, CAT-Delay, and TA-CAT pat-

terns without any execution of SA and TDF patterns. A second

major change is in obtaining the base Vmin evaluation of the

product no longer on TDF patterns, but on CAT-Delay pat-

terns with the target to get a much better Vmin correlation to

the actual Vmin of the product as achieved with SLT.

For this HVM experiment, we have chosen to do all ATPG

runs from scratch, as detailed below.

The CAT-Static ATPG run targets all cell-internal static

detectable defects. For this ATPG run, the cat.udfm file is read.

The DOT view generation for this UDFM file is described in

Section III-A.

The CAT-Delay ATPG run targets all cell-internal delay

detectable defects. For this ATPG run, the cat.udfm file is read.

The DOT view generation for this UDFM file is described in

Section III-A.

The TA-CAT-Delay ATPG run targets all cell-internal small-

delay detectable defects. For this ATPG run, the cat.udfm file

and in addition the SDF file are read, to enable both the TA

small-delay propagation via long paths, and the generation of

the needed edges at the cell inputs via long paths. The DOT

view generation for this UDFM file is described in Section III-

A. For this TA-CAT ATPG run, we set the small-delay limit so

that all defects that produce a defect impact greater than 50%

are filtered out. Setting the defect impact threshold to 50%,

means that in case of a defect, the cell output voltage changes

to more than 50% of the supply voltage. For this design, it
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TABLE I
ATPG RESULTS OF 14NM EXPERIMENT-4

Fig. 24. Test program flow 14-nm Experiment-4.

resulted in only about 25% of all CAT-Delay defects being

targeted by the TA-CAT ATPG.

As described before, traditional SA/TDF patterns are no

longer utilized and test results are shown for what is achieved

in addition to the achievements of CAT-Static and CAT-Delay

patterns.

The results from these three pattern generations are shown

in Table I. All ATPG runs have been done from scratch; no

top-off run was done. This enabled us to compare the effec-

tiveness of the different patterns and to get unique detection

information from the test system.

As can be seen from Table I, the number of TA-CAT faults

are just about 25% of the CAT-Delay faults.

A high test coverage (TC) of >98% was achieved with CAT-

Static patterns and >85% with CAT-Delay patterns.

The test program flow of the fourth experiment as shown

in Fig. 24 was applied to millions of units, produced in the

14-nm FinFET technology. It is important to note that all units

tested with TA-CAT patterns had already passed all paramet-

ric (PAR), all functional (FCT), and as well the structural

CAT-Static and CAT-Delay tests; any new failures are thus

uniquely from TA-CAT tests.

As shown in Fig. 24, the TA-CAT Delay patterns are exe-

cuted with multiple frequencies and multiple VDD voltages

to calculate the Vmin shift in relation to traditional CAT and

FCT patterns.

Based upon the strength of results in Experiments 1–3, TA-

CAT patterns were added directly to the HVM test program

without any engineering flow testing for DPPM and Vmin. As

such, TA-CAT patterns were run on well over one million units

across multiple products. In addition, the TA-CAT patterns

have been added to both wafer sort and final package test

with unique benefits in both sockets.

As this product/process is mature, there is not a great

deal of unique DPPM left to be detected. Despite this, TA-

CAT patterns at wafer sort delivered a unique reduction of

∼300 DPPM, a good portion of which was detected before

only in a cold package test. This was an exciting result

as it demonstrates that TA-CAT patterns can be used for

advanced cold package test reduction. The result was not

expected due to TA-CAT Vmin focus, but it can be rationalized;

TA-CAT stresses the tightest margin paths with small-delay

cell defects and so even reverse temperature correlation for

speed cannot help these parts pass as the patterns are so timing

robust.

In the final package test, unique failures were below

50 DPPM. The Vmin performance, however, was similar to

results in Experiment 3 with an intrinsic ∼20-mV shift in Vmin

above CAT-Delay performance and unique outliers as high as

360 mV were observed. As the population tested is in HVM,

these units were sold directly, and no SLT correlation was

done, which demonstrates the confidence placed in TA-CAT

quality. The content has also been used to optimize our test

flows by reordering what is run first and enhancing our Vmin

search sweeps for test time reductions. The HVM results of

TA-CAT on these 14-nm IP have inspired TA-CAT ATPG for

similar 10-nm IP.

V. ATPG AND TEST RESULTS 160-NM

AUTOMOTIVE DESIGN

To evaluate the effectiveness of the complete DOT method

and the feasibility of calculating the TCA for all physical

defects, we applied the method to the logic area of a 160-nm

automotive mixed-signal sensor.

For this design, we applied a TCA calculation for all bridges

and opens on the interconnect, for all defects inside of stan-

dard cells and for cell-neighborhood defects between adjacent

standard cells.

The chip layout is shown in Fig. 25. This design has ∼400K

digital gates and 1.4M SA faults.

A. ATPG Runs and ATPG Results

For this production test experiment, a different set of pat-

terns has been generated than what was shown in Section IV.

The focus here was to have a test pattern set that is acceptable

from a test time point of view in production, but still provides

an insight into aspects that were not given before. Previously,

quality improvements from CAT versus SA and TDF pat-

terns were evaluated [16]–[20]. We also already evaluated the

quality improvements from interconnect bridge patterns versus

CAT-Static and CAT-Delay patterns for this design in [21]; and

in [35], we have shown that interconnect open defects are well

covered with CAT-Delay patterns. Hence, we now did a com-

bined CAT+Bridge+Open delay pattern generation named

DOT-Delay, and as well a combined CAT+Bridge+Open

static pattern generation, but we split the static pattern gen-

eration into DOT-Static1 and DOT-Static2 (see below). In

addition, we separated the cell-neighborhood patterns and gen-

erated dedicated TA-CAT pattern to target all cell-internal

small delays explicitly. The performed ATPG runs to generate

the desired production test patterns are shown in Fig. 26.

DOT-Delay: The first ATPG run generating pattern refer-

ence PR1, targets CAT-Delay, interconnect bridge delay, and

interconnect open delay defects. For this ATPG run, three DOT

UDFM files are read: the cat.udfm, the bridge.udfm, and the

open.udfm file.
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Fig. 25. 160-nm automotive design.

Fig. 26. Production test pattern generation runs.

DOT-Static1: The second ATPG run, generating PR2, is

a static top-off run on PR1 patterns, targeting all CAT-Static,

interconnect bridge static, and interconnect open defects that

have not been marked as detected with a static fault simula-

tion (FSIM) of PR1 patterns. For this FSIM and ATPG run,

again three DOT UDFM files are read, these are the cat.udfm,

the bridge.udfm, and the open.udfm file.

DOT-Static2: The third run is to challenge the common

practice in industry to generate top-off static patterns after

fault simulating the delay patterns using a static fault model.

PR3 is created by statically fault simulating the PR2 top-off

patterns and generating patterns for the remaining undetected

faults. According to common industry practice, PR3 should

not be necessary because the targeted faults have already been

detected by delay patterns, but we were seeking silicon proof.

For this FSIM and ATPG run, the same three DOT UDFM

files are read.

Neighbor Static: The fourth run generates PR4, targeting

all cell-neighborhood defects, to evaluate their effectiveness

explicitly. For this ATPG run, only the cell-neighbor UDFM

file is read, and PR2 plus PR3 static patterns are fault simu-

lated first. Neighbor-delay patterns were not generated because

the results in [21] show that the vast majority of bridge defects

are detected by static tests.

TABLE II
PRODUCTION PATTERN AND COVERAGE RESULTS

Fig. 27. Production test program flow.

TA-CAT: The fifth run is a TA-CAT pattern generation, tar-

geting all cell-internal small delay detectable defects. This run

generates PR5. For this run, the cat.udfm and the SDF file are

read and all gross-delay detectable defects are filtered out.

The result from these five pattern generations is shown in

Table II. The results of PR5 are shown in the first row of the

table on purpose, because it results in the lowest TCA cover-

age. The TCA of the chip is the sum of the weighted delay

plus static TCA, i.e., the sum of the TCA from PR1 plus PR2,

which results in a total chip TCA of 505M ts. (291M ts plus

214M ts). The TCA from PR5 is a subset from the delay

TCA. The defects related to PR2, PR3, and PR4 share the

same TCA. More details on these TCA values can be found

in [36].

As can be seen in Table II, a high static TC of 99.15% and

TCA of 98.62% are achieved at the end of the PR4 genera-

tion. At the end of the PR2 generation, the TCA is about 2%

lower, and it is increased to 98.61% by adding the 2377 static

PR3 patterns, which are often considered redundant to the

PR2 patterns.

The test results of this experiment shall provide evidence

if PR3 patterns can be left out or not. The TCA coverage

at the end of PR4 is just 0.01% higher than at the end of

PR3, because the added TCA of the cell-neighborhood defects

contributes only with 0.6M ts to the static total chip TCA of

198M ts.

B. Test Program Flow and Test Results

The five test pattern files PR1, PR2, PR3, PR4, and PR5, as

explained above, have been implemented into the production

test program and are all executed with continue on fail.

The test program flow is shown in Fig. 27. The numbers

below the colored boxes list the number of patterns for each

of the five pattern sets.

Fig. 28 shows the results in DPPM in a five category Venn

diagram from testing 1 000 000 good parts.

The uniquely failing parts measured in DPPM are shown in

Fig. 28 with red numbers.
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Fig. 28. Failing parts measured in DPPM.

The largest contribution to uniquely detected defects comes

from static PR2 patterns with 927 DPPM, with a large overlap

to static PR3 patterns with 2436 DPPM.

The 342 DPPM uniquely failing parts from PR3 is a sig-

nificant number and is the proof that no compromise on static

patterns should be done, and traditional industry practice on

static patterns is misguided. The outgoing product quality was

not affected significantly in the past, because the majority

of these unique PR3 fails were also detected with MBIST

patterns.

The third major contribution to unique detection comes from

PR1 patterns with 22 DPPM. Please notice that there is a large

overlap between PR1 and PR5 patterns with 645 DPPM. These

are unique DOT-Delay defects that are not detected with any

of the three static patterns.

Also shown in Fig. 28, there are 19 DPPM uniquely failing

the cell-neighborhood PR4 patterns. This clearly indicates the

necessity of including such tests.

Furthermore, there are 8 DPPM uniquely failing the

TA-CAT PR5 patterns, which is again proof that small-

delay defects need to be targeted explicitly with the

TA-CAT ATPG.

VI. HIGHEST QUALITY WITH LOWEST TEST COSTS

Although top-off patterns and dedicated patterns for fault

models of interest demonstrate incremental improvements

from each new model, the generation of static and delay pat-

terns can be optimized when ATPG runs are not done for each

fault model in isolation, but when all UDFM files for the dif-

ferent fault models are read all together. Then only one static

ATPG run and two delay ATPG runs need to be done as shown

in Fig. 29.

Doing the ATPG runs as shown in Fig. 29, the total number

of static plus delay patterns will be significantly smaller than

doing ATPG runs for each fault model in isolation.

Fig. 29. Highest quality ATPG flow.

TABLE III
CHIP LEVEL COVERAGE RESULTS

TA-CAT: This run targets all cell-internal small-delay

detectable defects. The ATPG reads the SDF file and the CAT

UDFM file, but filters out all gross-delay defects.

DOT-Delay: The second ATPG run is a top-off run on TA-

CAT patterns, targeting all CAT-Delay, interconnect bridge

delay, and interconnect open delay defects, that have not been

marked as detected with a delay FSIM of TA-CAT patterns.

For this FSIM and ATPG run, all four DOT view files are

read: the cat.udfm, the open.udfm, the bridge.udfm, and the

neighbor.udfm file.

DOT-Static: The third ATPG run is a static ATPG run from

scratch, targeting all CAT-Static, interconnect bridge static,

interconnect open static, and cell-neighborhood static defects.

For this ATPG run, again all four DOT view files are read.

In Table III, the results from the described three chip level

DOT ATPG runs are shown.

As can be seen in Table III, the number of static patterns did

not change very much compared to the individual static ATPG

runs as done in the production test runs shown in Fig. 26 and

Table II, but the sum of TA-CAT plus DOT-Delay patterns is

just 8625, whereas the sum of PR1 plus PR5 as used in the

production test is 11 189 patterns. A second comparison can

be done to the sum of 11 640 top-off patterns without any TA-

CAT patterns as published in [36], when doing the individual

fault model related delay ATPG runs.

Summing up the static and delay TCA as listed in Table III

gives a total chip TCA of 505M ts, of which 211.0M ts are

detected with static patterns, and 268.7M ts are detected with

delay patterns, to report a combined static and delay total chip

TCA coverage of 95%.

VII. CONCLUSION

An overview of physical defects was given, and details

about the generation of DOT views have been presented to

target those physical defects explicitly by an ATPG tool.

We have shown with test system results from a 14-nm

FinFET chip that CAT patterns detect a huge amount of

4300 DPPM which are otherwise not detected with tradi-

tional SA, TDF, and all functional production test patterns.
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We have shown on 156 SLT rejects that all parts passed tradi-

tional tests, but failed both SLT and CAT patterns. In addition,

a very clear Vmin strength improvement was achieved from

TA-CAT patterns versus TDF patterns and resulted in a reduc-

tion of 300 DPPM on top of reductions achieved by CAT

patterns and all other production tests. This resulted in the

decision at Intel to make DOT patterns plan of record (POR),

which means that each new design has to be tested with DOT

patterns.

The presented results from the 160-nm automotive design

show that the much more accurate TCA coverage devi-

ates from traditional TC in both directions. In some cases,

TCA coverage is higher than TC, whereas in other cases

TCA coverage is lower than TC. But as the likelihood of

defects is taken into account by TCA coverage, we now have

a coverage figure that more realistically indicates how well

all physical defects are covered, which opens up the ability to

use this coverage for better estimates of quality. As a result

of that, test patterns can now be optimized for the first time

based on TCA and not by simply counting the number of

faults.

High volume production test results from one million good

automotive parts clearly demonstrate the efficacy of the DOT

patterns and also show that the common practice of gener-

ating static top-off patterns, on top of delay patterns, and

leaves defective parts undetected. Higher quality is therefore

achieved by generating static patterns from scratch. The pro-

duction test results from the automotive chip also indicate that

cell-neighborhood patterns and as well TA-CAT patterns are

needed to achieve zero DPPM.
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